














vanəәˌtäs 
The Transience of Earthly Pleasures 

 

 

Year 11 Photography 

 
Lesson title : 

Introduction to the Vanetas  

 

Reference to the NZ Curriculum : 

 

Developing Practical Knowledge 
Apply knowledge of selected conventions from established 
practice, using appropriate processes and procedures. 
 

Developing Ideas 
Generate, develop and refine ideas in response to a variety of 
motivations including the study of established practice. 
 

Communicating and Interpreting 
Compare and contrast the ways in which ideas and art-making 
processes are used to communicate meaning in selected 
objects and images 
 

Understanding the arts in context 
Investigate and consider the relationship between the 
production of art works and their contexts and influences. 
 

Key Competencies addressed in this lesson : 

Thinking, using language symbols and texts, managing self, participating 

and contributing 

 

Intended Learning Outcomes : 

 
1.Students will gain an understanding of the history of the vanitas 
2.Students will gain an understanding of the term visual language  
3.Students will begin to reflect on the idea of identity and what this could look like for them 
4.Students will gain practical knowledge in shooting in low light. 
 

Success Criteria : 

 
Students will learn about the ideas surrounding the vanitas, start using visual language terms, 
understand what settings to use on a digital SLR to photograph on a tripod in low light 
conditions, brainstorm what could objects could reflect their identity. Using the aesthetic of the 
vanitas, students will create a photographic still life that represents and reflects who they are, 
using objects/images and symbols that they choose to communicate there identity. 
 

 

 



Resources required for the students : 
 
DSLR Camera 

Candles/Lighter 

Tripod 

Domestic Objects such as : 

Fruit 

Bowl 

Cake plate 

 

 

Lesson Plan 1 

 
Intended Learning Outcomes : 

 
1.Students will gain an understanding of the history of the vanitas 
2.Students will gain an understanding of the term visual language  
3.Students will begin to reflect on the idea of identity and what this could look like for them 
 
 
5min-welcome class/role 
 
10min – introduction of unit, discussion and PowerPoint of what a Vanitas painting is, what 
we will be making in this unit. Recap on the DSLR images they still need to collect, remind 
them of the example that is on the wall. 
 
10 min – in their notebooks start new unit heading Vanitas. Hand out photocopy of a Vanitas, 
students cut it out stick the picture in their notebook and list everything they can see within 
the image and to have a think about what the meaning or story s behind the image. 
 
5min- class discussion on what they came up with 
 
10 min – hand out second vanitas (contemporary), and repeat 
 
10min – discussion on identity and what that could start looking like in objects. 
 
10 min-quick sketchy brainstorms on what that could ‘ my identity’ look like in objects. 
 
10min-disscuss what that they need to start thinking about and bringing into school, discuss 
the box and bags where they can store all the pieces they start collecting, get them to write 
their name on masking tape on an individual bag, pack up.  
 
 
 

Lesson Plan 2 

 
 

Intended Learning Outcomes : 

 
1.Students will gain an understanding of the different terms used in visual language 
3.Students will begin to reflect on the idea of identity and what this could look like for them 
 
 



5min-welcome class/role 
 
5min- if anyone has brought in objects they can go into their bags, ask the students if they are 
beginning to get ideas about what they are going to bring in, what objects would represent 
something of themselves. 
 
30min- introduction to visual language, PowerPoint on visual language 
 
10min-disscussion and hand out on task 1a for visual language, go though what they need to 
do, cut out and stick into books, do the first one together 
 
5min-pack up, reminder of bringing more objects in on their identity. 
 
 
 

Lesson Plan 3 

 
Lesson title : 

Shooting in low light 

 

Intended Learning Outcomes: 

 

1.Students will gain the practical knowledge of shoot a still life using a single source of low 
light. Through a teacher demonstration, to set them up for the following lessons where they 
will use these techniques to create their own Vanitas, still life image. 
2.Students will continue to gain an understanding of the term visual language  
 

 

Lesson Sequence 

 

5min-welcome class role, get students to collect visual diaries  
 

5min- if anyone has brought in objects they can go into their bags/Cameron draw, reminder 
that we want to start shooting with these objects in Monday’s class. Hand out Vanitas booklet; 
talk through content briefly and remind them that they can use this to refer back to as they 
start collecting objects for their Vanitas. 
 

10min – recap on visual language, and finish off together as a class the two remaining 
images for Task 1A and go through Task 1B 
 

20min- demonstration on photographing a still object using one source of low light, what 
settings are needed on the camera and why, how to use a tripod. 
 

5min-pack up, reminder that they have to bring the objects that they want photograph. 
 
Lesson Plan 4 
 
( shirt period, went straight into students getting their own props and candles and having a 
go) 
 

 



Lesson Plan 4 
 

 

	  
Success Criteria : 

 
Students will learn about the ideas surrounding the vanitas, start using visual language terms, 
understand what settings to use on a digital SLR to photograph on a tripod in low light 
conditions, brainstorm what objects could reflect their identity. Using the aesthetic of the 
vanitas, students will create a photographic still life that represents and reflects who they are, 
using objects/images and symbols that they choose to communicate there identity. 
 
By the end of the lesson : 
 
1. Students will gain the practical knowledge of shooting a still life using a single source of low 
light. 
2.Students will continue to gain an understanding of the term visual language  
 
Teaching Persona Focus:  
 
-Watch the timing of the class, make sure you have enough time at the end of class to get the 
students to recap on the lesson. 
-Make sure that you spend time with some of the students you didn’t get to see last class. 
 
 
Achievement Objectives : 
 
-Students will compose their own vanitas using the objects they have selected from home and 
light it using a single source of light, a candle.  
-Students will select the correct exposure and take several photographs of their vanitas. 
 
5min : Greet students, get them to collect their visual diaries, take the roll 
 
5min: go through the learning outcomes on the board, with a quick recap on camera settings, 
using tripod, and safety reminders about candles. 
 
Get students to rearrange their desks and break up into groups of three, per table, 
hand  candles and tripods out. If some students haven’t brought their objects, they can do 
another still life using the objects provided from previous lesson. 
 
10min: students should be experimenting with composition, finding a frame and a good 
placement for candle. 
 
5min: stop the students from what they are doing and get them to concentrate on one vanitas 
you use as an example, talk about space around objects, backdrop,working with the space 
you have. Work some of the visual language, like form,shape texture,composition etc..Making 
sure you have the right ISO and settings on your camera. 
 
30min:studenst independently working on vanitas, make your way round the room, working 
with students independently. 
 
5min:stuendts to start paking up, get everyone seated and quick recap on the lesson, 
technically , discuss composition, and what they might need to bring to improve on their 
vanitas.Do they need more texture or form in their images ? more fill like plants or fruit, or 
textured cloth and paper ? make sure the students have stored their image in their computer 
and spend some time looking at it before next lesson. 
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